
Chapter V : Conclusion and Suggestion

This chapter presents the conclusion and suggestion based on the result of the study.  The aim is

to sum up the research finding and to guide for the further researcher regarding to the students’

pronunciation.

Conclusion

Based on the result of the data description and the data analysis, it can be concluded that in

teaching English process the teacher should choose the best way to transfer their knowledge so

the students can easily understand the material.  The educators should use the different method,

activities, technique and media to make students interest to learn English. Students’ interest to

learn pronunciation is developed when Cambridge dictionary application applied and this is also

improved students result.

Furthermore, one of the technique that can be used in English learning process to improve

students pronunciation is “Reading activity” and using Cambridge dictionary application as the

media.  Cambridge dictionary application helps students to improve students’ pronunciation.  It

is proved that by seeing the score of post test show that score post test more higher than score of

pretest.  Which is 15.40 ≥ 2.101, it means that the students pronunciation was improved by

applying Cambridge dictionary application.

Subsequent, the hypothesis of this research is received.  The hypothesis of this reseach is

“Cambridge dictionary application can improve the students’ pronunciation in English words”.

It is showed that by the result of hypothesis verification testing is tcount (15.40) ≥ tlist (2.101)

therefore H0 was rejected and Ha was accepted.  It is proved that Cambridge dictionary

application can improve students’ pronunciation in English word.



Suggestion

Based on the conclusions above, the researcher has some suggestions that  related in research

question, objective of research and delimitation of research. First, the English teacher must find

out the best technique and alternative that will be used in learning process, because it can

influence students motivation in learning English subject.  Second, the teacher have to use

Cambridge dictionary application as the media to improve students’ pronuciation especially for

the beginners. It is because Cambridge dictionary application is easy to be used and can help the

students to know the correct pronunciation.
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